How does Mathletics Reward Great Performance?
Research shows that students learn best when they are appropriately recognised for their
efforts. Mathletics uses a variety of mechanisms to encourage and reward students to strive
for great performance. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Participation Certificates
The Mathlete Maker Credit System
Hall of Fame - Top Students
Hall of Fame - Top Classes
Mathlete of the Week

Participation Certificates
Students are encouraged to gain a Participation Certificate each week. It typically takes
students about an hour to gain a Participation Certificate. These certificates begin at a Bronze
Level and build up to Silver and Gold which recognise sustained effort over many weeks.
Students gain points for each correct answer. The more correct answers - the more points!

We recommend that students gain a Participation Certificate each and every
week. This has the greatest impact on improved results.
Gold Certificates take 20 weeks of sustained effort to achieve - they are worth
celebrating!

The Mathlete Maker Credit System
Each time a student achieves a High Score (greater than 60) or a Participation Certificate they
gain credits which can be used to purchase additional features for their Mathlete avatar.

Hall of Fame - Top Students
The Hall of Fame on the main website recognises outstanding participation. Students gain a
great buzz out of having their Mathlete avatar on display to the entire world!

Hall of Fame - Top Classes
Students also find it motivating to be representing their class at Mathematics - it makes it just
like sport! The Top Classes section of the Hall of Fame recognises the tremendous team
effort that particular classes make.

Mathlete of the Week
Each week a lucky Mathlete is drawn out to be Mathlete of the Week and collects a prize of
two movie tickets! In order to go in the draw for this students must gain their Participation
Certificate.

